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EJEEP in a nutshell

- forum for studies in macroeconomic theory, economic institutions and economic policies
- categories: heterodox economics, Political Economy, Economic Policy, Macroeconomics, esp. post-Keynesian
- first issue in 2004 (as ‘Intervention. Journal of Economics’)
- double-blind peer review
- electronic submission system (https://editorialexpress.com/ejeep)
- published with Edward Elgar (http://www.elgaronline.com/ejeep)
Aims and scope

The European Journal of Economics and Economic Policies: Intervention (EJEEP) is a peer-reviewed journal which serves as a forum for studies in macroeconomic theory, economic institutions and economic policies. The recent financial and economic crises have again demonstrated the inadequacy of orthodox economics based on neoclassical foundations, both in explaining the causes of the crises and in suggesting the appropriate economic policy responses. Therefore, the managing editors invite contributions acknowledging the pluralism of research approaches in economics. In particular they aim at productive debates involving one or more variants of heterodox approaches. The managing editors contend that a wide variety of institutional and social factors shape economic life and economic processes. Only a careful study and integration of such factors into economics will lead to theoretical progress and to adequate economic policy recommendations. The submission of both theoretical and empirical work is encouraged.
Sample contents

Advance Access articles

- Volume 13 (2016)
  - Issue 2 (Sep 2016), pp. 145–254
- Volume 12 (2015)
- Volume 11 (2014)
- Volume 10 (2013)
- Volume 9 (2012)
- Volume 8 (2011)
- Volume 7 (2010)
- Volume 6 (2009)
- Volume 5 (2008)
- Volume 3 (2006)
- Volume 2 (2005)
Structure

- 3 issues per year (paper & online)
- 3 sections: 1. Forum (incl. interview); 2. Articles, 3. Book Reviews
- 2nd issue: Proceedings of the FMM Conference

Editors:

- Stefan Ederer, WIFO, Austria
- Eckhard Hein, Berlin School of Economics and Law, Germany
- Marc Lavoie, University of Paris 13 & University of Ottawa, France / Canada
- Torsten Niechoj, Rhine-Waal University of Applied Sciences, Germany (editor in chief)
- Achim Truger, Berlin School of Economics and Law, Germany
- Till van Treeck, University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
Access

- free access to all issues older than 2 years
- free access for least developed countries
- free article in every issue
- Advance Access articles for subscribers
- currently free access for members of
  - Post Keynesian Study Group
  - Research Network Macroeconomics and Macroeconomic Policies (FMM)
  - Brazilian Keynes Association
Hints for young scholars

1. Match the profile of the journal (check ‘Aims & Scope’, Editorial Board, last issues)
2. Write on relevant topics & substantiate your claim by spelling out theoretical framework and methodological approach
3. We especially invite papers comparing approaches, fostering debates & dealing with economic policy issues from an theoretical and/or empirical point of view but no pure opinion paper
4. Revise and resubmit is positive news